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NOTES GENERAL:

1. Jessica called the meeting to order and announced the board members whose terms end at
month’s end – Jessica Carroll, Jillian Shingledecker, Ed LaTour and Stan Richard. The new
board member volunteers were introduced: Cathy McCrae (who could not attend this
evening); Jack Monroe, 3601 Elaine Place; Ian Dwyer, 1317 Moss; and Jamie Hill, 872 Taft
Place. These four nominees were all approved by unanimous yes votes.
2. The current board will schedule a meeting with the newly elected officers so that they can
pass on files and discuss the transition. This meeting will be scheduled after the holidays.
3. Bob Holloway reported that the work on the Magnolia Bridge will start in May 2016. They
will be working on the Dumaine Street Bridge concurrently. The work should last 2 months.
4. Parking on the bayou banks was again discussed. Jessica said to call Parking Enforcement
(who can tow) and The Dept. of Natural Resources 283-9800 (who keeps track of the
violations). Gordon McLeod of Susan Guidry’s office said that if those numbers were
ineffective to call his office – tgmcleod@nola.gov.
5. Deena stated that the Block Captain role is less of a work-load now that the PNA does not
pass out hardcopy flyers (except for a few for non-computer residents), and that volunteers are
still needed for Ida, Olga, and parts of Dumaine and Moss. The responsibilities remain:
reporting clogged drains, pot holes, burned out street lights, criminal activity, etc.
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6. Deena said that if anyone had a question about current dues, to come and check with her.
She reported that as of the last meeting, our balance was $4,599.14. The balance as of today
is $4,137.13.
7. Jack Monroe mentioned that some copper downspouts were stolen from his house. The perp
was driving a silver Ford Sport Trac vehicle. Bonnie and Ernst said there had been multiple
incidents.
8. Gordon McLeod said that the search for a new library location was ongoing and they are
trying to keep it in the neighborhood, if possible.
9. Some of the neighbors asked if our streets could be made temporarily one-way during events.
10. The meeting was adjourned and the Christmas party started.
End of Minutes
These notes were prepared by Jillian Shingledecker. Meeting Attendees should alert Jillian if they note any errors or
discrepancies.
ATTACHMENTS:

1. Attendance list
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